For decades, difference scores have been widely used in studies of congruence in organizational research. Although methodological problems with difference scores are well known, few viable alternatives have been proposed. One alternative involves the use of polynomial regression equations, which permit direct tests of the relationships difference scores are intended to represent. Unfortunately, coefficients from polynomial regression equations are often difficult to interpret. We used response surface methodology to develop an interpretive framework and illustrate it using data from a well-known person-environment study. Several important findings not reported in the original study emerged.
This equation shows that a squared difference implies positive coefficients of equal magnitude on X2 and Y2 along with a negative coefficient twice as large in absolute magnitude on XY ( Figure 1d ). This equation also shows that Equation 4 implicitly contains curvilinear and interactive terms without appropriate lower-order terms (Cohen, 1978) . Relaxing the constraints in Equation 5 and adding lower-order terms yields: Z = bo + b1X + b2Y + b3X2 + b4XY + b5Y2 + e.
This equation shows that a squared difference imposes four constraints: (1) The coefficient on X is 0, (2) the coefficient on Y is 0, (3) the coefficients on X2 and y2 are equal, and (4) the coefficients on X2, XY, and Y2 sum to 0; given the third constraint, this is equivalent to stating that the coefficient on XY is twice as large as the coefficient on either X2 or Y2, but opposite in sign (cf. Edwards, in press). As will be shown later, Equation 6 can be used to test these constraints as well as to depict surfaces substantially more complex than that corresponding to the squared difference ( Figure ld) . Studies using the polynomial regression procedure (Edwards, 1992 , in press; Edwards & Harrison, 1993) have yielded two general findings. First, most relationships of interest can be depicted using either a linear or a quadratic equation (Equations 3 and 6, respectively). Second, the constraints difference scores impose on these equations are usually rejected, making it necessary to interpret coefficients from the unconstrained linear and quadratic equations. Although interpreting coefficients from linear equations is relatively straightforward, coefficients from quadratic equations are often difficult to interpret, particularly when they deviate from the pattern implied by the squared difference (see Equation 5), as is usually the case. Unfortunately, studies using the polynomial regression procedure have offered little guidance for interpreting coefficients from quadratic equations when the constraints imposed by the squared difference are rejected.
To illustrate the difficulty of interpreting coefficients from quadratic regression equations, Table 1 test of these constraints is presented in the last column of Table 1 , which compares R2 values from the constrained and unconstrained equations. In all six cases, the R2 from the unconstrained equation was significantly higher than that from the constrained equation (p < .05), indicating that the constraints imposed by the squared difference were rejected.
The preceding results show that none of the unconstrained quadratic equations reported in Table 1 indicate a surface that corresponds to the squared difference (Figure ld) . Although the signs of the coefficients on X2, XY, and Y2 were usually as predicted, the coefficient on y2 was significant in only one case, and coefficients on X and Y were often significantly different from 0. Because these coefficients did not follow the pattern corre- sponding to the squared difference, the joint relationship of X and Y with strain cannot be adequately depicted in two dimensions (i.e., Figure Ic ), but instead must be viewed as a three-dimensional surface. Unfortunately, for most researchers, simply inspecting the signs and magnitudes of these coefficients reveals little as to the shape of the surface they represent. Of course, the coefficients can be used to plot the surface, but doing so would provide little basis for formally describing and testing the properties of the surfaces. This requires a more detailed and rigorous approach. 
The equation for P21 is
Note that the equation for p21 is identical to that for Pll, except that the sign preceding the expression the expression /(b3 -b5)2 + b4 is reversed. Hence, when b3 and b5 are equal, Equation 13 becomes equivalent to -Ib4l/b4. Consequently, if b4 is positive, P21 equals -1, whereas if b4 is negative, P21 equals 1. Analogously, if b4 equals 0 and b3 is greater than b5, the slope of the second principal axis is infinity, whereas if b4 equals 0 and b3 is less than b5, the slope of the second principal axis is 0. As before, if b4 equals 0 and b3 and b5 are equal, the surface has no unique set of principal axes. Once Xo, Yo, and P21 have been calculated, P20 can be calculated as follows:
The preceding equations can be used to locate the principal axes in reference to the x-and y-axes. However, other information regarding the location of the principal axes may also be relevant. For example, congruence researchers often hypothesize that some outcome, such as job satisfaction or company performance, is maximized at the point of "perfect fit" (e.g. 
Tests of Significance
Tests of significance for expressions involving linear combinations of regression coefficients, such as those preceding X and X2 in Equations 15 and 16, can be readily conducted because the standard errors for these expressions can be derived using ordinary rules for calculating the variance of a linear combination of random variables (e.g., DeGroot, 1975; Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner, 1989). However, expressions involving products and ratios of regression coefficients, such as formulas for the stationary point, principal axes, and slopes along the principal axes, cannot be tested using conventional procedures because formulas for the standard errors of these expressions are not generally available (Peddada, 1992) .
When the formula for the standard error of an expression is unavailable, nonparametric procedures, such as the jackknife and bootstrap, are applicable (Efron, 1982; Efron & Gong, 1983; Tukey, 1958) . For this article, we used the jackknife for its computational ease and demonstrated ability to approximate known standard errors (Efron & Gong, 1983; Peddada, 1992) . The procedure used to compute standard errors using the jackknife is described in the Appendix.
AN EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE
To illustrate the framework described here, we used data from the classic person-environment fit study conducted by French and colleagues (1982) and reanalyzed by Edwards and Harrison (1993) . Regression coefficients from the six equations reported in Table 1 were used to calculate the stationary points, principal axes, and slopes along four lines, including Y = X, Y = -X, and the first and second principal axes. We tested the slopes along the Y = X and Y = -X lines using standard procedures for linear combinations of regression coefficients (Neter et al., 1989) and tested the slopes along the principal axes and the locations of the stationary points and principal axes using the jackknife procedure. Tables 2 and 3 present results of these analyses, and Figures 3a-3f show plots of all six surfaces (for job complexity, we reversed the scaling of the x-and y-axes to permit a better view of the surfaces).
To interpret the results for each surface, we proceeded as follows. First, we examined the coordinates of the stationary point to determine whether the surface was centered at the origin of the x-and y-axes (that is, the point X = 0, Y = 0). Next, we examined the intercepts and slopes of the principal axes of the surface. Tests of whether the slopes of the principal axes differed from 0 were supplemented by tests of whether the slope of the second principal axis (p21) differed from 1 and whether the second principal axis was shifted laterally along the Y = -X line, as indicated by the quantity -p2/(1 + P21). We conducted these additional tests because P-E fit theory states that strain is minimized when actual and desired amounts of job attributes are equal ( Table 3 ), thereby indicating that job dissatisfaction was lower when actual and desired job complexity were both high than when both were low.
The surface for actual and desired job complexity predicting work load dissatisfaction (Figure 3b) was lowest when actual job complexity exceeded desired job complexity; but when actual and desired job complexity were both high, work load dissatisfaction was lowest when actual job complexity fell short of desired job complexity. Second, work load dissatisfaction was somewhat greater when actual job complexity exceeded desired job complexity than when it fell short of desired job complexity.
The surface for actual and desired job complexity predicting boredom (Figure 3c ) was convex, with its stationary point at X = 3.592, Y = 3.090, when actual and desired job complexity were both high than when both were low. The slight upward curvature along the Y = X line also indicated that, as actual and desired job complexity both decreased, boredom increased at an increasing rate.
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The surface for actual and desired job complexity predicting depression (Figure 3d) 0.051, n.s., aX2 = 0.173,  p < .01) . Overall, these results essentially indicated that depression increased as actual job complexity deviated from desired job complexity. This finding is corroborated by the difference in the R2 between the constrained and unconstrained equations reported in Table 1 , which, although statistically significant, was relatively small (.017).
The surface for actual and desired job complexity predicting anxiety (Figure 3e ) was also saddle-shaped, with its stationary point at X = 0.466, Y = 0.916, shifted somewhat from the origin along the y-axis. The slopes of the first and second principal axes (p1l and P21) were -0.980 and 1.021, respectively, corresponding very closely to -1 and 1. However, the intercept of the first principal axis differed from 0 (plo = 1.372, p < .05), a finding that, combined with the location of YO, indicated a lateral shift along the y-axis. The surface was convex along the first principal axis (ax2 = 0.239, p < .01) but essentially flat where it crossed the y-axis (ax = -0.223, n.s.).
In contrast, the surface was slightly concave along the Y = X line (a2 = -0.062, p < .01), with a modest positive slope where it crossed the y-axis (ax = 0.088, p < .05). These results indicated that anxiety increased as actual job complexity deviated from desired job complexity and also that anxiety was higher when actual and desired job complexity were both moderate (in this case, about .7 units) than when they were both either high or low.
Finally, the surface for actual and desired quantitative work load predicting work load dissatisfaction (Figure 3f ) was saddle-shaped, with its stationary point at X = -0.785, Y = -0.634, shifted slightly downward along the Y = X line. The slopes of the first and second principal axes (Pll and P21) were -0.345 and 2.900, respectively, indicating a marked counterclockwise rotation. In addition, the quantity -p20/(1 + P21) was significant and negative (-0.421, p < .05) indicating a lateral shift along the Y = -X line into the region where X is less than Y. The surface was convex along the first principal axis (ax2 = 0.527, p < .01) and positively sloped where it crossed the y-axis (ax = 0.827, p < .05). In contrast, the surface was concave along the second principal axis and negatively sloped where it crossed the y-axis, but neither ax nor ax2 was significant, due to the sizable jackknife estimates of their standard errors. Essentially, these results indicated that, when actual and desired work load were below their scale midpoints, work load dissatisfaction increased as actual work load deviated from desired work load, but when actual and desired work load were above their scale midpoints, work load dissatisfaction was lowest when actual work load was somewhat less than desired work load. In addition, work load dissatisfaction was higher when actual work load exceeded desired work load than when it fell short of desired work load.
DISCUSSION
This article presents a general framework for testing and interpreting quadratic regression equations within the study of congruence in organizational research. These equations avoid many problems with difference scores but permit direct tests of conceptual models difference scores are intended to represent (Edwards, in press). Unfortunately, these equations often yield patterns of coefficients that are difficult to interpret, particularly when models specified a priori are not supported. The framework presented here shows how coefficients from quadratic regression equations can be used to comprehensively describe and test the surfaces they imply. Thus, this framework clarifies the interpretation of quadratic regression equations and permits rigorous evaluation of conceptual models relevant to the study of congruence, including models that are substantially more complex than those represented by difference scores.
The incremental contribution of the framework presented here may be seen by comparing our results to those reported by French and colleagues (1982; see also Caplan et al., 1980) , who analyzed the relationship between P-E fit and strain using various transformations of algebraic and squared difference scores. French and colleagues concluded that the functional form relating actual and desired job complexity to the five indexes of strain reported in Table 1 was essentially U-shaped. They elaborated this general conclusion by stating that too little job complexity exhibited a stronger relationship with boredom, whereas too much job complexity exhibited stronger relationships with work load dissatisfaction, depression, and anxiety. French and colleagues also reported that the functional form rebuting actual and desired quantitative work load to work load dissatisfaction was U-shaped, with stronger effects for excess work load.
Subsequent reanalyses by Edwards and Harrison (1993) using the polynomial regression procedure (Edwards, in press) indicated that, with few exceptions, the constraints imposed by the difference scores used by French and colleagues were rejected. Plots of the surfaces corresponding to the equations reported in Table 1 By applying this framework, we can now draw firm conclusions regarding the surfaces corresponding to the equations reported in Table 1 . For example, consistent with the findings reported by French and colleagues (1982) , all six surfaces were U-shaped, evidenced by the significant, positive coefficients on ax2 along the Y = -X line (or, for rotated surfaces, along the first principal axis). Furthermore, excess job complexity and quantitative work load exacerbated work load dissatisfaction, as shown by the lateral shifts in these surfaces along the Y = -X line, into the region where X is less than Y. However, contrary to French and colleagues' findings, the functions relating actual and desired job complexity to boredom, depression, and anxiety were essentially symmetric. This is shown by the locations of the second principal axes of these surfaces, which did not deviate from the Y = X line (P21 and the quantity -p20/(1 + P21) did not differ significantly from 1 and 0, respectively). In addition, the surfaces relating job complexity and quantitative work load to work load dissatisfaction were rotated counterclockwise, indicating that, when actual and desired amounts of these job dimensions were low, a slight excess minimized work load dissatisfaction, whereas when actual and desired amounts were high, a slight deficiency minimized work load dissatisfaction. Furthermore, several surfaces were sloped along the line of perfect fit (the Y = X line), including a positive slope for actual and desired job complexity predicting anxiety and negative slopes for actual and desired job complexity predicting job dissatisfaction, work load dissatisfaction, and boredom. These additional findings, although not reported by French and colleagues, are nonetheless consistent with P-E fit theory, which suggest that strain may vary along the Y = X line and be minimized at points other than perfect fit (Caplan, 1983; French et al., 1982; Harrison, 1978 Harrison, , 1985 . By applying the framework presented here in other studies of congruence, researchers are likely to find theoretically relevant effects that have previously gone undetected.
The framework presented here was illustrated using paired measures of individual-level constructs. This framework can, however, be readily applied to other forms of congruence research. For example, numerous studies have examined congruence between organization-level constructs, such as technology and structure (Alexander & Randolph, 1985; Dewar & Werbel, 1979; Fry & Slocum, 1984) , an organization and its environment (Anderson & Zeithaml, 1984; Miller, 1991) , and actual and ideal scores on measures of organizational strategy (Venkatraman, 1990; Venkatraman & Prescott, 1990) or structure Gresov, 1989) . Naturally, the effects of congruence between these constructs can be readily examined using the framework described here, because this framework is applicable to measures of any paired constructs of interest in congruence research.
Furthermore, many studies have examined the effects of congruence along multiple dimensions, usually expressed in terms of a profile similarity index (e.g., Drazin Nunnally, 1962) . Many of these problems can be avoided by examining congruence not between entire profiles, but between specific, paired dimensions, using quadratic regression equations to depict the hypothesized relationship (Cronbach, 1958; Edwards, 1993) . If separate equations are used for each pair of dimensions, the framework presented here can be directly ap-plied. If multiple pairs are included in the same equation, the framework can be applied to coefficients from terms corresponding to each pair. In this case, the surface represented by each pair of dimensions represents the joint effects of those dimensions on the dependent variable, holding the effects of all other dimensions constant.
Although the framework presented here should prove useful in future studies of congruence, it nonetheless has several shortcomings. First, some aspects of the framework, particularly the jackknife procedure, are computationally intensive. In most cases, this should not pose major difficulties, given the widespread availability of high-speed computers. Second, the framework relies on numerous tests of significance, which may inflate Type I error rates. This may be controlled using the Bonferroni correction (Harris, 1985) or more powerful alternatives, such as the sequential procedures described by Holm (1979) and Holland and Copenhaver (1988) .
Third, the jackknife procedure tends to overestimate known standard errors (Efron & Gong, 1983 ). This problem is accentuated by the presence of outliers, which may dramatically influence coefficient estimates and hence increase the variability of the coefficient estimates yielded by the jackknife procedure. This problem can be minimized by screening data for influential cases prior to analysis and either eliminating them or, if a large number is detected, modeling them separately using an indicator variable (Belsley, Kuh, & Welsch, 1980) . Fourth, like any application of regression analysis, this framework is based on the assumption that the component variables are measured without error (Pedhazur, 1982) . This assumption can be relaxed when structural equations modeling is used (Bollen, 1989; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1988) . The resulting structural coefficients can be interpreted using the framework presented here, with the caveat that the x-, y-, and z-axes represent latent constructs rather than manifest variables. However, procedures for estimating structural coefficients on curvilinear and interactive terms are rather complex and have yet to attain widespread use (Bollen, 1989; Hayduk, 1987; Kenny & Judd, 1984) . Furthermore, the jackknife procedure would require recalculating the sample covariance matrix N times, adding significant computational requirements when large samples are used. At this stage, perhaps the most advisable procedure is to ensure that component measures are highly reliable prior to analysis, thereby minimizing problems resulting from measurement error at subsequent stages (Edwards, in press).
A final issue is the interpretation of regression coefficients on lowerorder terms, such as b1 and b2 in Equation 6, in the presence of higher-order terms. These coefficients are scale-dependent, meaning that adding or subtracting a constant to X or Y will change the estimated values and significance levels of b1 and b2 (Arnold & Evans, 1979; Cohen, 1978) . Although this dependence may seem to render the interpretation of b1 and b2 meaningless, it simply reflects the fact that these coefficients represent conditional rela- , 1985) . Fortunately, procedures such as the polynomial regression approach and the framework presented here are now available that avoid many problems with difference scores and more fully address questions of conceptual relevance in congruence research. If these procedures gain widespread acceptance, problems attributable to the use of difference scores in congruence research may be overcome, and significant theoretical and empirical advances are likely to occur.
